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ABSTRACT | Historically, robotics systems have not been built 

with an emphasis on security. Their main purpose has been 

to complete a specific objective, such as to deliver the correct 

dosage of a drug to a patient, perform a swarm algorithm, 

or safely and autonomously drive humans from point A to 

point B. As more and more robotic systems become remotely 

accessible through networks, such as the Internet, they are 

more vulnerable to various attackers than ever before. To 

investigate remote attacks on networked robotic systems 

we have leveraged HoneyPhy, a physics-aware honeypot 

framework, to create the HoneyBot. The HoneyBot is the first 

software hybrid interaction honeypot specifically designed for 

networked robotic systems. By simulating unsafe actions and 

physically performing safe actions on the HoneyBot we seek 

to fool attackers into believing their exploits are successful, 

while logging all the communication to be used for attacker 

attribution and threat model creation. In this paper, we present 

the HoneyBot and discuss our proof of concept implementation. 

Our HoneyBot prototype swaps between physical actuation 

and using prebuilt models of sensor behavior for simulation at 

runtime given user input commands.

KEYWORDS | Communication system security; computer 

simulation; cyber�physical systems; robot programming; robot 

sensing systems; systems simulation

I .  IN TRODUCTION

A robot is a device or mechanism guided by automated 
controls that can do the work of a person or perform com-
plicated repetitive tasks [1]. Robots are used for a variety 
of different reasons, the most prominent of them being the 
elimination of the use of human operators. There are three 
main reasons for this; the first is to save on labor, which 
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ultimately reduces costs. For instance, in the car manu-
facturing industry robots on the plant floor cost about 
$5.67 an hour over the course of their lifetime (includ-
ing maintenance and energy costs), while the compa-
rable human labor costs over $40 an hour (including 
wages, pension, and healthcare) [2]. The second reason 
to eliminate human operators is because human inter-
action might be bad for the product. We see this in the 
semiconductor manufacturing process, which consists 
of hundreds of steps. If at any point there is contami-
nation (usually due to human error), the whole wafer 
could be ruined and the process must be restarted with 
a new one. The final, and arguably, most important rea-
son for using robots is that the product or job may be 
too dangerous for humans. Imagine an encampment 
near a war zone, hours after a covert enemy attack has 
wiped out a squadron. The grounds are littered with 
corpses and debris and immediately after the assault 
not much can be done to rectify the situation. Rather 
than sending more troops to risk their lives, military 
robots can be sent to identify and collect the remains. 
Now let us imagine that same encampment if military 
robots had been used for battle instead of soldiers, the 
loss of life would have been minimized and even though 
there would have been equipment loss, the underlying 
intellectual property would still be available and the 
 machinery rebuilt.

The current measures we have for avoiding sce-
narios like those previously mentioned, though limited, 
are growing and being deployed each day. These meas-
ures include technologies such as drones and unmanned 
ground vehicles. To reap the benefits of these robots they 
must be autonomous, remotely controlled, or a combina-
tion of the two. Given the variability of most missions, it 
is usually more desirable to have remote access through a 
network. While remotely accessible robots allow for more 
convenience and easier operational use, it opens them up 
to similar vulnerabilities as the ones faced in traditional 
computer networks. A classic example of this is Stuxnet, 
commonly known as the world’s first digital weapon. 
Stuxnet was a 500KB computer worm that infected the 
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software of at least 14 industrial sites in Iran, including a 
uranium-enrichment plant [3]. It worked by compromising 
the Siemens Step7 software used to program the program-
mable logic controllers (PLCs) driving the Iranian centri-
fuges. Once Stuxnet had access to the PLCs, the worm’s 
creators were then able to take control of the industrial 
systems and caused the fast-spinning centrifuges to tear 
themselves apart, unbeknownst to the plant operators. The 
Stuxnet attacks were speculated to have been done over the 
course of several months by manipulating process pressure 
and centrifuge rotor speeds in an attempt to damage them 
and delay the Iranian nuclear program [4]. Stuxnet, if noth-
ing else, has demonstrated that injecting malicious code 
on cyber–physical systems (CPSs), often embedded and 
real time, is possible and that every networked or remotely 
accessible system is at risk.

A CPS attack that occurred more recently than Stuxnet 
took place at the University of Washington where secu-
rity researchers were able to hack a teleoperated surgical 
robot [5]. The lack of trained surgeons has been a major 
obstacle preventing life-saving surgeries from being per-
formed in many parts of the world, and one solution to this 
involves leveraging the Internet and robotics. Teleoperated 
surgical robots enable expert surgeons to be in one country 
or region controlling a robot that physically performs a sur-
gery in another country or region. The sale of these types of 
medical robots and others has been increasing at a rate of 
20% per year and is expected to keep growing [6]. The rapid 
rise in popularity of teleoperated surgical robots has drawn 
the attention of several security experts at the University of 
Washington, leading them to discover that malicious attack-
ers can disrupt the behavior of telerobots during surgery or 
take them over completely. The attack was performed on 
Raven II, a robot designed to reduce the size of medical 
robots and to improve their durability for use in extreme 
environments. The robot is built on a Linux-based computer 
running the robot operating system [39] and communicates 
via the Interoperable Telesurgery Protocol [38] over a pub-
lic network with support for wireless and low link quality 
connections. This connectivity which is so helpful for sav-
ing lives is also what makes it vulnerable. “Due to the open 
and uncontrollable nature of communication networks, it 
becomes easy for malicious entities to jam, disrupt, or take 
over the communication between a robot and a surgeon,” 
according to the researchers [6]. The attack’s only require-
ment was that the malicious user be connected to the 
same network as the control console of the telerobot. The 
researchers performed three kinds of attacks on an experi-
mental operation where the operator must move blocks 
from one peg board to another. They then measured the 
rate of task completion and the operator reported difficulty 
while under attack. Of the three types of attacks performed, 
the most appalling was how they were able to hijack a con-
nection over the Interoperable Telesurgery Protocol due to 
insecure sequence number processing. This allowed them 

to take control of the teleoperated procedure and inject 
packets that triggered the built-in automatic stop mecha-
nism, resulting in a denial-of-service (DOS) attack on the 
robot [5].

The prevalence of robotics is growing in all facets of eve-
ryday life and robots are becoming a crucial part of our eco-
system. We rely on them for military purposes on the war 
front, we rely on them for assisting doctors in the health-
care industry, and even first responders and the police use 
them. If we do not take steps to secure robotic devices they 
will become serious safety threats. In computer security, the 
first step to securing a resource is traditionally the devel-
opment of a threat model. A threat model can help assess 
the probability and the potential harm, which can be use-
ful in minimizing or eradicating the threat. Historically, 
security in robotics has not been an eminent concern, so to 
determine a valid threat model these systems must be stud-
ied and monitored to learn the scope of attacks they could 
face. We propose that this should be accomplished with a 
honeypot specially designed for robotic systems, which we 
call HoneyBot. The HoneyBot is the first software hybrid 
interaction honeypot specifically designed for networked 
robotic systems. By simulating unsafe actions and physically 
performing safe actions on the HoneyBot we seek to fool 
attackers into believing their exploits are successful, while 
logging all the communication to be used for attribution and 
threat model creation.

The rest of this paper is presented as follows. Section II 
describes related work in Honeypots and CPS specific 
Honeypots, as well as honeypot evasion techniques, allud-
ing to how HoneyBot avoids these techniques. Section III 
provides background information on robotic systems. 
Section IV describes a proposed architecture for a honeypot 
for robotic systems, HoneyBot. Section V describes experi-
ments performed to prove feasibility and build the required 
models. Section VI concludes the paper.

II .  R EL ATED WOR K

Since their inception, honeypots have primarily focused on 
the traditional IT computing domain, seeking to monitor 
attackers that aim to compromise company and government 
workstations/servers. Several different classes of honeypots 
were created. Honeypots were classified based on their levels 
of interaction and simulation. In addition to these previously 
defined classes, our previous work [18] defines a “hybrid” 
interaction honeypot, which is one that dynamically swaps 
between being low-interaction and high- interaction given 
certain triggering conditions. Table 1 breaks down the dif-
ferences between these classes of honeypots.

The first honeynet (a network of honeypots) for CPSs/
SCADA (supervisory control and data acquisition) was cre-
ated by Pothamsetty and Franz of the Cisco Infrastructure 
Assurance Group (CIAG) in 2004 [7]. The goal was to simu-
late a few popular PLC services to help researchers better 
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understand the risks of exposed control system devices. This 
work has laid the foundation for many other CPS honey-
pots [8], [9], none of which, though, are directly applica-
ble to the robotics domain. With the prevalence of robotic 
systems on the rise, it is critical that advanced monitoring 
techniques, such as honeypots, be extended to defend them.

Honeypot evasion is, as with most security problems, a 
cat and mouse game. There almost always exist configura-
tion fingerprints for any honeypot, and they are corrected as 
attackers discover them and defenders must devise appropri-
ate improvements. An early example is the high-interaction 
honeynet, Sebek [25], which was discovered and trivialized 
(exposed as a honeynet) by techniques described in [26]. 
The techniques revealed how to detect, circumvent, and 
blind Sebek. Consequently, the fingerprints Sebek exposed 
were remedied by leveraging a similar system called Qebek 
that utilized virtualized high-interaction systems [27]. For 
many non-high-interaction honeypots, evasion boils down 
to finding the edges of emulation for the presented services, 
but timing approaches have also been used [28]. For exam-
ple, Kippo is a popular medium-interaction honeypot for the 
SSH (Secure Shell) service [29]. Kippo is easily detected by 
sending a number of carriage returns, and noting the output 
difference from production SSH servers [30]. While high-
interaction honeypots are harder to detect, many rely on vir-
tualization. Virtualization technologies usually leave their 
own fingerprints, such as device names, device driver names, 
file-system hallmarks, and loaded kernel modules [31]. Even 
though these fingerprints can be altered, there exist a rich 
set of techniques for detecting virtualization (and defeating 
detection attempts) from the malware-analysis field [32].

Other, more honeypot-technology agnostic, detection 
techniques have been proposed. Some of these techniques 
rely on the liability issues inherent in hosting deliberately 
compromised machines. A botnet architecture proposed 
in [34] leverages the honeypot owner’s desire to restrict 
outgoing malicious traffic to authenticate new hosts before 
integrating them into the botnet. Specifically, the new 
host is directed to send apparently malicious traffic to an 
already compromised “sensor.” Most honeypot systems will 
attempt to identify and block or modify this malicious traf-
fic, so whether the sensor receives the traffic unaltered can 
be used to determine if the new host is genuine. This work 
was built upon in [35], where multiple pieces of evidence 
can be formally combined to derive a metric of likelihood 

that a host is a honeypot. This evidence could be the vir-
tualization status of the host, the diversity of software on 
the host, the level of activity of the host, or the difficulty in 
compromising the host. This newer technique is presented 
in the context of a botnet, but the generalized belief metric 
is equally applicable to any honeypot technology, depending 
on the evidence used. There are also techniques, described 
in two more recent surveys [36], [37], which elaborate on 
the themes mentioned above. Themes such as finding edges 
of emulation, finding subtle discrepancies that indicate vir-
tualization, or analyzing the results of communication with 
an already compromised sensor.

The HoneyBot attempts to address these concerns 
for robotic systems. First, the robotic system exists and is 
in use, which remedies the traditional lack of context and 
provides convincing evidence correlated with a real sys-
tem. The HoneyBot is not virtualized, but implemented on 
actual hardware. The robotic system fully implements the 
presented services, so all system responses are in line with 
the HoneyBot devices. Furthermore, because the system 
is a very specific robot, the system is not likely to try and 
propagate a compromise. The HoneyBot is the first software 
hybrid interaction honeypot specifically designed for net-
worked robotic systems. By simulating unsafe actions and 
physically performing safe actions on the HoneyBot we seek 
to fool attackers into believing their exploits are successful, 
while logging all the communication to be used for attribu-
tion and threat model creation.

III .  ROBOTICS

The field of robotics is constantly changing, but the com-
ponents that unite almost every class of robots are sensors, 
actuators, and controllers. Fig. 1 shows a labeled diagram of 
the GoPiGo robot (the platform which the proof of concept 
HoneyBot was built on) [10] denoting these components. 
Some background information on the basic building blocks 
of robotics is required to describe how HoneyBot presents 
a honeypot for a full robotic system and is presented in 
Sections III-A–III-C.

A. Sensors

Sensors are the robot’s eyes and ears; they enable the 
robot to understand the world around it and judge several 
features of the environment. Some examples of common 
sensors on a robot include: cameras, thermometers, IR 
(infrared) and sonar, accelerometers, and magnetometers. 
The HoneyBot must be able to “spoof,” through simulation, 
all sensor values outputted by the robot such that the attack-
ers are incognizant of the change. To do this we developed 
device models that provide realistic system responses given 
an “unsafe/indeterminate” input from an attacker. One such 
model that we have developed is for the Grove SEN10737P 
Ultrasonic Sonar. This device model was crafted through 

Table 1 Breakdown of Key Features for Each Interaction Level Honeypot
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lab experimentation and empirical observation, such that 
for a given speed and distance the model mimics the true 
response time of an ultrasonic pulse, and “spoofs” the 
 distance measured. These data are used to provide a reason-
ably timed response to the user such that there is no distin-
guishable difference when comparing the time taken for a 
simulated response versus an actual response. More details 
about experimentation and device modeling can be found in 
Section V.

In addition to spoofing individual sensor values, the 
HoneyBot must also spoof the correlation between sensors 
values. For instance, if the purpose of a certain robot is to 
navigate efficiently through an indoor–outdoor obstacle 
course, an attacker who sends commands to continually ram 
the robot into a wall in the outdoor portion of the course 
would not only expect to see the distance sensors reflect-
ing these actions, but also the temperature sensor should 
reflect the outdoor temperature during a hot summer day. 
In this scenario, the HoneyBot would be triggered to per-
form simulations once the bad commands are received and 
would not actually allow the robot to crash into the wall, but 
instead output alternating distance sensor readings reflect-
ing wall proximity and sensible temperature readings based 
on the known context of the robot’s state. Given the spo-
radic nature of electronic components when subjected to 
conditions they are not built to support, one response (when 
destructive/unsafe commands aimed at destroying the robot 
are received) of the HoneyBot will be to disallow the occur-
rence of the actions and take down the connection to the 
attacker in a manner that suggests the robot has failed/died 
and was abruptly taken offline.

B. Actuators

The next component common to every class of robots 
is the actuators. Actuators enable the robot to modify the 
environment and move (or actuate). Some examples of 

these components include motors, speakers, and tools that 
go on the end of robotic arms, known as manipulators, like 
hammers, shovels, or even scalpels in the case of surgical 
robots. Since our proof-of-concept HoneyBot implemen-
tation lives in a robot that operates in networked environ-
ments and users/attackers have no physical or visual access 
to it, this work does not focus on modeling the underlying 
control system of the actuators. Instead, we emphasize on 
accurately simulating the timing of system responses and 
how user commands will change the state of the overarch-
ing system. In addition to this, we generate realistic device 
fingerprints and responses, which are sent back to remote 
users over the network. To do this, the HoneyBot must 
know what commands are safe and can be performed, and 
what commands are unsafe and must be simulated. We rec-
ognize that determining the “safety” of user commands is a 
hard problem to solve, and many researchers have worked 
on formal methods for verifying the safe navigation of 
ground robots [11]–[14]. Though it is not the focus of this 
work, these works could be leveraged and incorporated into 
the HoneyBot as the input verification module is built for 
plug and play. As shown in Fig. 2 all the commands received 
by the robotic system are passed through the input verifi-
cation module to determine their fitness to be performed. 
Given the command and the current system state, the 
module must output whether the action is safe or unsafe. 
If deemed safe, the HoneyBot will allow the command to 
be performed. Otherwise, the command is not sent to the 
actuators but instead is simulated.

C. Controller

The third, and arguably most important, component 
of a robot is the control system or controller. The control-
ler, also known as the brain of the robot, enables the robot 
to parse commands, send signals to different devices, and 
communicate with other robots as well as with the user. 
The HoneyBot is software that will live in the robot’s con-
troller so that it can easily access all data commands and 
signals to and from the robot’s brain allowing it to make the 
necessary decisions.

Fig. 2 shows the flow of the HoneyBot system archi-
tecture. A user/attacker remotely connects to the net-
worked robotic system through the Internet and can send 

Fig. 1. Robot with labeled components.

Fig. 2. HoneyBot system architecture.
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commands. All the commands received by the robot will be 
logged and passed to the input verification module, which as 
stated earlier is flexible in structure and can be very compre-
hensive in the evaluation of commands or relaxed depend-
ing on application needs. If the input verification module 
deems a command safe, the action will be performed as 
usual and the system response will be returned to the user/
attacker. If, on the other hand, the input verification module 
deems a command unsafe the command will be simulated in 
real time and the “spoofed” system response will be gener-
ated and returned.

I V.  HONEY POT FOR ROBOTIC SYSTEMS

Most existing CPS honeypots neglect certain aspects of 
these systems that can alert an attacker to the nature of the 
honeypot, namely the physics of the devices that interact 
with the process [18]. That is why the HoneyBot is based 
on our previous work, HoneyPhy. HoneyPhy is a generic 
physics-aware honeypot framework that accurately models 
software and protocol fingerprints which are then used to 
simulate the CPS and fool attackers who access the honey-
pot [18]. HoneyBot then applies this generic framework, 
and tailors it to the specifics of a robotics system. The 
HoneyPhy framework is composed of three main modules: 
the internet interface, the process model, and the device 
model modules. As applied to the HoneyBot, the internet 
interface module is used for opening ports or interfaces on 
the robotic system so that it can connect to a network. It 
can also be used to support multiple connections to other 
networked robots and verify that state ensuring commands 
are always received by the correct robot at the correct port/
address. In other words, the internet interface is the user 
facing interface, the front end that the attacker can see. 
The process model is triggered by an “unsafe” or “indeter-
minate” command, and the action will be simulated in real 
time by querying the appropriate device model rather than 
sent to be deterministically performed on the robot. The 
device model is different from the other modules in that 
it contains a model representative of each device found 
within a robot. These models are built using real data 
gathered from a given device. We have built several proof-
of-concept device models, one of which is for the Sharp 
GP2Y0A21YK IR proximity sensor.

Device models are used for “spoofing” response times of 
sensors when the HoneyBot receives malicious commands. 
The details of the experimental setup and infrared distance 
sensor model building can be found in Section V. The device 
model may model a robot’s motor. When the HoneyBot is 
sent a command to normally power the motor or any oth-
erwise safe/benign command, the HoneyBot will allow the 
action to be performed. However, when the HoneyBot is 
sent a command to overpower the robot’s motor the process 
model will query the motor device model and simulate the 
overpowering of the motor. The HoneyBot then changes the 

system state and responds to the attacker with data reflect-
ing the sudden change in power to the motors. In general, 
the procedure for calling the process model will entail 
simulating an incoming malicious command and respond-
ing with the data obtained through simulation. Due to the 
seamless switches between allowing the robot to physi-
cally perform “safe” commands and simulating “unsafe” or 
“indeterminate” commands, the HoneyBot is classified as a 
hybrid interaction honeypot.

A. HoneyBot Simulator

As a proof-of-concept model for the HoneyBot, we have 
developed a simulator. The HoneyBot simulator is a graphi-
cal user interface (GUI) tool that provides a graphical and 
interactive resource for users to envision an attacker sce-
nario in a networked robotic system (where the HoneyBot 
has been implemented). Screenshots of the simulator can 
be seen in Fig. 3.

The simulator displays a control panel to the left of a  
16 × 16  bounded area, where the center  10 × 10  grid is the 
legal boundary for the robots to roam and perform tasks. 
Normal and benign activity can be performed within the  
10 × 10  grid; this is representative of the traditional user 
privilege zone. Outside the legal boundary is the “honey,” 
an extra boundary which is representative of resources that 
are attractive to an attacker, like open ports or unpatched 
software in a traditional computer network. In the simu-
lator, a robot is represented by a GoPiGo image and has 
the following attributes: unique ID, velocity, position, box 
number, IR sensor values, legal moves, a value correspond-
ing to whether the robot is within the legal bounds, and 
a value denoting if it is currently selected. Position is the 
robot’s location in coordinate form and box number is the 
location in terms of the number of boxes from the first legal 
box (each of these location indicators can be derived from 
each other). The velocity is the number of boxes a robot can 
move at a time and the default value is 1. The IR sensor read-
ings indicate how far in boxes the robot is from the legal 
boundary to the north, south, east, and west at any given 
moment. Given its velocity, a robot will have  n  number of 
possible next boxes that it can move to and this knowledge 
is always maintained by the bot. Two Boolean values tell 
the robot whether it is within the legal boundaries of the 
grid and if it is currently selected. Only one robot on the 
grid can move at a time and that robot must be “selected.” 
This is indicated in the GUI by highlighting that robot. 
There is one attribute of the robot that is not exposed to 
the user, and this is the robot’s true position. The true posi-
tion is the system administrators’ way of keeping tabs on the 
actual location of the robot. It is the only sensor that will 
not “lie.” In the simulator, when a robot is out of bounds, 
all the information sent back to the user reflects this, from 
the IR sensor readings to the position updates, and even 
to the next moves it can make. This falsified information, 
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shown in the control panel, is what the user has access to, 
while the true position, as represented in Fig. 3(b), where 
the robot is still inbounds, is only known to the system 
administrator. In this way, the attacker will be unaware he/
she is being monitored and will continue performing the 
malicious actions. The malicious actions, in the case of a 
ground robot, could include the running of the robot into 
the edge of the true boundary to cause physical damage or 
robot–robot collisions.

V. E X PER IMEN TATION A ND MODEL 
BU ILDING

For model development and to simulate the device behav-
ior, we used a combination of techniques including experi-
mentation and physical process modeling to simulate device 
behavior. The models built are queried at runtime to gen-
erate “spoofed” responses which are sent back to attackers 
when they perform malicious or otherwise unsafe actions. 
Suppose that the HoneyBot was implemented in a military 
drone used for finding improvised explosive devices (IEDs) 
and that it received a command directing it to go through 
a no-fly zone. Clearly, there is something suspicious so the 
input verification module will flag the action as unsafe. 
Then, the drone queries its GPS device model and sends 
back false coordinates, while maintaining its position in 
an unrestricted area, but leading the user to believe it is 
elsewhere. Device models must not only provide realistic 
state-aware data, but they must also reflect the correlation 
between sensors. For example, the distance sensors must 
corroborate the reported velocity data, and the velocity data 
must be in line with the encoder readings.

A. Proof-of-Concept Model Development

We have developed a proof-of-concept HoneyBot 
deployed on a GoPiGo [10] (a programmable robot which 
uses a Raspberry Pi 2 [19] as the robot’s brain) to show the 
feasibility of the approaches discussed in this paper. The 
GoPiGo used in conjunction with the GrovePi (a sensor 
board for RPi’s) [23] allowed us to connect many sensors 
to the robot. We purchased several of these Grove sensors 
from Seeed Studio, each costing less than $20 and we built 
the corresponding device models. Of the many device mod-
els developed, we will discuss three in detail, the models 
for the GrovePi SEN10737P Ultrasonic Sonar, the Sharp 
GP2Y0A21YK IR proximity sensor, and the Sensolute 
MVS0608.02 Collision sensor. Each of these sensors can be 
seen in Fig. 4.

B. Ultrasonic Sonar

The GrovePi SEN10737P Ultrasonic Sonar [shown in 
Fig. 4(a)] is a noncontact medium range distance measure-
ment module which works at 42 kHz. This sonar is rated 
for measuring objects between 3 and 400 cm away, but we 

Fig. 3. Screenshots of the HoneyBot simulator. (a) HoneyBot simulator with single robot inbounds. (b) HoneyBot simulator with single 
robot out of bounds. True position shown inbounds.

Fig. 4. Images of the sensors. (a) Ultrasonic sonar. (b) Collision 
sensor. (c) Infrared distance sensor.
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found that it was only accurate up to approximately 200 cm. 
This lack of reliability is likely due to its inexpensive man-
ufacturing, as it was not built for high fidelity sensing. An 
experimental test environment was set up in a laboratory to 
measure the time taken for the ultrasonic sensor attached 
to the HoneyBot driving at different speeds toward a static 
target. The lab set up consisted of placing the robot 183 cm 
away from a target and then driving it toward the target while 
taking distance and ultrasonic pulse time measurements. 
Ten trials per each of the seven chosen speeds (50–200 by 
increments of 25) of the robot were performed, 70 measure-
ments in total. The speed on the GoPiGo robotic platform 
is unitless and represents a percentage of the full power the 
motors can get. For example, 0 is for no movement at all 
(the motors are stopped) and 255 is for setting the duty cycle 
at 100%. The objective was to succinctly determine the time 
taken to perform an ultrasonic pulse for a specific speed and 
distance from a target. The times were all recorded in a data 
frame along with the corresponding distance and speed and 
are queried at runtime when a malicious command is given 
and the HoneyBot must simulate a sonar reading. We cre-
ated plots from seven lab experiments (where the ten trials 
have been averaged) that were run in order to map ultra-
sonic sensor obtained distances to the time taken for the 
ultrasonic pulse to be received as the HoneyBot approached 
a target at various speeds. Fig. 5 shows the results of each 
speed plotted together. From Fig. 5 (and underlying the 
sonar theory) we determined that at these low speeds and 
short distances the robot speed does not influence the time 
for an ultrasonic pulse to occur.

C. Collision Sensor

The Sensolute MVS0608.02 Collision sensor [shown in 
Fig. 4(b)] is a microvibration sensor that records motion and 
vibrations through a gold-plated moving microball. Due to 
its small size, it is perfect for mounting on the HoneyBot 

and detecting obstacle collisions. The digital sensor outputs 
a high signal when a collision is detected and a low signal 
if no collision is detected. To develop the device model for 
simulating the collision sensor, the sensors sensitivity to 
collisions had to first be tuned to ignore the rumblings of 
the robotic wheels and to only identify major crashes as trig-
gers. The sensitivity was tuned by introducing delay to the 
querying process and by verifying the collision status after 
the delay. For instance, instead of querying the device every 
quarter of a second we might query every half second. If the 
sensor reads high (implying there was a collision) we wait 
for approximately 50 ms, then query it again. If the sen-
sor still reads high, then we conclude that a collision has 
occurred. Due to the binary nature of this device, spoofing 
the output is as simple as returning a trigger event to the 
user when a simulated crash occurs.

The collision sensor device model was built and tested 
through a series of trials where the HoneyBot was placed on 
the ground varying distances from an obstacle and driven 
toward it. Each time a false positive trigger event occurred 
we modified the delay. We eventually determined that a 
delay of 50 ms produced the most accurate results on our 
carpeted lab surface. The Sensolute MVS0608.02 Collision 
sensor costs about $10 and at this price point reliability 
tends to be inconsistent. We found that the delay factor had 
to be tuned for different ground surfaces, but once properly 
calibrated will be accurate nine out of ten times. The key to 
simulating a collision is in the corroboration of sensors. The 
collision sensor device can easily trigger a collision event, 
but it must first read from the distance sensors that it has 
closed in on a boundary and they must reflect this by output-
ting a “spoofed” position.

D. Infrared Distance Sensor

The Sharp GP2Y0A21YK IR proximity sensor [shown in 
Fig. 4(c)] is a general-purpose short range distance meas-
uring sensor. This sensor is rated for measuring distances 
between 10 and 80 cm. It works by using triangulation and 
a small linear charge-coupled device (CCD) array to output 
an analog voltage, which can be used to compute the dis-
tance of objects in its field of view. The measuring process 
starts with a pulse of IR light being emitted from the emit-
ter, which travels out and either hits an object or does not. If 
there is no object, the light is never reflected and the voltage 
reading is low. If the light reflects off an object, it returns 
to the detector and creates a triangle between the point of 
reflection, the emitter, and the detector. Because of this tri-
angulation the outputted analog values do not have a linear 
relationship to the distance from the object. Given this, a 
common method of determining distance is to build a plot 
of voltage outputted from the sensor versus distance (meas-
ured manually) and derive a function from the fit of the line. 
The following equation was derived from data collected by a 

Fig. 5. Zoomed in distance versus time for all seven speeds on 
one plot.
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user who performed the experiment described above, plot-
ted, and fit a line [20]:

  observedVoltage = 1893.9 *  distance   −0.92 .  (1)

This user’s data are verified by the Sharp datasheet [24] 
and thus (1) is accepted as valid. In Fig. 6(a), we can see a 
plot created from (1). The following equation was computed 
by simply solving (1) for distance:

  distance = 3650.4/ observedVoltage   1.087  .  (2)

A plot of (2), where a vector of voltages equally distrib-
uted from 80 to 600 by steps of 5, can be seen in Fig. 6(b). 
Given these two equations and an understanding that the 
voltage increases as objects become closer, “spoofing” the 
IR sensors was fairly straightforward. When a malicious 
navigation command is received by the HoneyBot, both the 
IR and the ultrasonic sonar device models will be queried 
and provided with a precalculated distance. The IR device 
model will plug the “spoofed” distance into (1) and return 
the voltage in the system response. The precalculated dis-
tance is determined by the HoneyBot through position esti-
mation based on the malicious command given by the user 
and knowledge of the true and “spoofed” state of the robot.

E. Sensor Correlation

For a robotic system or any machine that performs tasks 
and reports back to users, sensors (in addition to supplying 
critical information for understanding an environment) 
provide vital insight to the equipment’s operational status. 
Moreover, they can relay information about the task as well, 
like whether it was performed to completion. For instance, 
with the HoneyBot, the battery is a tell-tale sign of how much 
work the robot has done as well as how much more work it 
can do on that charge. Sensors can also conflict with each 
other. Consider an IR proximity sensor; it is a very effec-
tive means of measuring distance, but it is often susceptible 

to interference from outside light sources and changes in 
material reflectivity. Now consider ultrasonic sonar; it is 
also efficient at range detection (and for longer distances), 
but can be fooled by textures and echoes. Individually, if 
faced with either of their weaknesses these sensors will fail 
to perform accurately, but when used in conjunction they 
prove almost infallible.

Formally, let  S  represent the set of all  n  sensors on a spe-
cific robot, with some sensors being correlated and others 
completely independent. An intelligent attacker wishing to 
determine whether his malicious commands are being sent 
to a honeypot or to a real system can first build a ground truth 
of the sensor correlation behavior by collecting data during 
“normal” operation and performing pairwise Pearson cor-
relation calculations on the sensor data   r xy   = (cov( S x  ,  S y  ))/ 
( σ  Sx   σ  Sy  )  to build an  n × n  correlation matrix   R true   . Now, as 
he begins to send malicious commands to the robot, he can 
continually monitor the sensor data streams, calculating 
new correlation matrices   R test   , and monitoring for changes 
in the correlation behavior. Mathematically, to make a deci-
sion   D i    deciding if sensor   S i    is real or simulated, the attacker 
first chooses some distance metric  d , such as the  L2 -norm, 
and some threshold  ϵ . The attacker then determines the 
 L2 -norm of the difference between row  i  of   R test    with row  i  
of   R true   . If the result is greater than the threshold, this tells 
the attacker that the sensor correlation has changed and he 
is most likely in a honeypot, as illustrated in 

            D i   =  { 
real,

  
d(  R true  [i ],  R test   [i]) ≤ ϵ

    
simulated,

  
else.

     (3)

This is why sensor correlation within the HoneyBot is so 
important. Under normal operation many sensors in a system 
will be related and, thus, under simulation these relation-
ships must still hold and the sensor values must dynamically 
update with each user command. In order to accomplish this, 
we have built each device model for the HoneyBot sensors 
to mirror true operation as closely as possible in an effort to 
avert attacker detection for as long as possible.

Fig. 6. (a) Plot of the estimated voltage versus measured distance from the experimentally determined (1). (b) Plot of the estimated 
distance versus equally distributed voltages from (2).
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V I.  CONCLUSION

The need for security in the field of robotics will only grow 
in the coming years as robots are used for extensive tasks 
across various facets of life. Vulnerability and susceptibility 
to exploits in networked systems is unavoidable, and precau-
tions must be taken to ensure the following:

•  the system can notify administrators if it is compromised;
•  there is a method for gathering intelligence on system 

intruders.

To help solve these problems, this paper introduced 
HoneyBot, the first honeypot specifically designed for 
robotic systems. Existing honeypots fail to deceive intelli-
gent attackers because they do not accurately model device 
physics. Because HoneyBot leverages HoneyPhy and tech-
niques from traditional honeypots, device models were built 

for common robotic sensors and are queried at runtime to 
provide convincing system state updates and responses. By 
simulating unsafe actions and physically performing safe 
actions on the HoneyBot we can fool attackers into believ-
ing their exploits are successful, while logging all the com-
munication to be used for attribution and threat model 
creation. We have assumed a networked setup similar to 
the Georgia Tech Robotarium [33] in which users have no 
physical or visual access to the robotic system and send all 
commands remotely. Under this network configuration the 
users’ only channel for keeping abreast of system changes 
are the real-time system responses sent over the network. 
The HoneyBot is a hybrid interaction honeypot specifically 
designed for robot systems and it could potentially be the 
de facto standard for networked robot security as the preva-
lence of robots grow in society. 
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